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Dear Future Homeowner,
I’d like to be the first to welcome you to the journey of building your custom
dream home with Barden, as thousands of others have over the last 70 years.
Within this guide you’ll find all of the information you’ll need to begin the
process with absolute confidence.
In addition to this guide, I’m personally available to answer any questions you
have regarding building a home. On behalf of our entire staff and the four
generations of Bardens before me, I look forward to welcoming you into our
ever growing Barden family.

Regards,
Jen Srock
jsrock@bardenbp.com
716-995-6500 ext. 143
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Barden Buyer’s FAQ
Your introduction to building a custom Barden home
If you’re like most people taking your first steps into building a custom home, your head is probably spinning
with the vast amount of options available and the lack of information regarding costs and the building process.
This guide is here to provide you with all of the answers you need.
This guide will break down all of the construction options available to you and the steps required to build your
home, and provide advice and assistance in planning your project.

BARDEN’S ROLE
Before the waters are muddied any further, it is important that you understand the part
we play in the process. Barden does three things:

Custom Home Design
For a small deposit, Barden will draft a custom floor plan for your dream home. Whether it’s one of our plans, a
plan you provide, or even a rough sketch on a piece of paper, Barden will design your perfect home.

Panelized framing
Upon completion of your dream home’s floor plan, Barden turns the design over to the team at North
American Truss, our manufacturing division, who then starts making the structural and framing components
(wall panels, roof trusses, floor trusses which comprise the Fast Track Framing System) of your home in our
state-of-the-art climate-controlled facility. We then ship these components to the job site as needed where
they are quickly assembled.

Single point of contact material supplier
In addition to the structural components, Barden will also supply all of the doors, windows, roofing siding, and
other components necessary to complete the “shell” of the home as well as kitchen cabinets and counter tops,
interior doors and trim.

Obviously there are many components that go into a home that aren’t on that list, not to mention the fact that
all of those components need to be professionally assembled.
To handle the rest of the construction Barden works with our network of Independent Dealers across the
Northeast. These Independent Dealers work directly with our customers to provide design feedback and
advice, provide constant budget feedback, and plan and organize the construction of the home. Depending on
your needs our Independent Dealers can provide you with a “Turn Key” home, or work with you to take
advantage of our “Own GC” or “DIY” programs. More on this later.
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BUYER QUESTIONS
If you’re in your initial research phase, you’ve probably come across countless builders all offering a wide
array of services, claims of unique processes, and various availability of land. Hopefully this section can
answer some of your initial questions about Barden and the services we provide.

What type and size of homes does Barden design and supply?
We design all types, sizes, and styles of homes, including:
•

Traditional

•

Cape

•

Vacation

•

Contemporary

•

Chalet

•

MultiFamily

•

Colonial

•

Log

•

Commercial

We’ll custom design any exterior and interior to suit your preferences!

Is Barden Building Products a modular home company?
We are not, but we don’t blame you for being confused.
While a modular home company builds most of a home in a factory -- complete with interior fixtures, windows,
siding and roofing -- Barden builds 100% custom panelized homes. This means we only manufacture the home’s
walls and roof system (fully custom and built to order) and ship them to the site in small segments rather than
fully completed modules or “boxes”. The rest of the home is then completed on site.

Am I limited to selecting the homes from your catalog?
Absolutely not!
We often joke that we have more than 200 standard plans and have never built a single one of them. Many of
our past customers have used our plans as a base and made modifications to best meet their needs. Others have
worked with our in-house design team to create a fully customized home from scratch.
With our in-house design team coupled with our decades of experience in the home building business, there’s
really no limit as to what we can come up with for your new dream home.

What quality of construction can I expect in a Barden home?
We take immense pride in our work and provide you with building components made to the highest standards.
Understand that we aren’t selling finished homes; we’re working to be your first choice as the company that
designs and supplies your home. Our reputation is only as good as the quality of our raw, unfinished product.
We’re happy to share our standard specifications and entire manufacturing process.
We’ll also build to any specification above our standard at your request.
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What does it cost to get started?
An initial deposit of $500 is required for preliminary home design. This covers as many rounds of revisions as
you’d like. A second deposit of $1,500, as well as a design and supply contract, comes once you’re happy with
the design and price that we’ve come up with together.

What does it cost per square foot to build a Barden home?
This is the most commonly asked question we get from future homeowners.
It’s also by far the most difficult to answer. In short, there’s too much variation to provide a fair and competitive
analysis without adjusting on an individual basis. We expand on this further in the next section: The Price of a
Barden Home.

Is financing available for my building lot and Barden home?
We do not offer an in-house financing solution. Instead we’re happy to refer all of our customers to our trusted
lender, Rick Daniels of PrimeLending. More information on PrimeLending can be found in The Consumer Guide
to Construction Financing.
Please note that we do not have a business arrangement with Rick. We do, however, refer Rick because of the
exceptional service and financing structure he provides that is tailored to our process.
We encourage our customers to seek out a financing solution that’s best for them.

What is the normal course to follow in making a buying decision?
The first thing you can do is make sure all of your initial questions are answered and you’re well informed by
contacting us.
We have no interest in fast-talking or hustling you. We want our customers to feel confident and well educated
as they make decisions about their next, custom home.
Your next step is to have a meeting with your local Barden Independent Dealer, which we would be happy to
direct you to.
From there you’ll begin designing your home while planning and budgeting your project and preparing your
building site.
At the completion of design, planning, and prep, Barden will deliver all of the materials for your home directly to
your job site exactly as they’re needed!

How long does this process take?
Actual construction times usually fall between 4 and 6 months, and are dependent on things like weather
conditions and contractor availability in your area.
The biggest variable is the time spent planning your project. Future homeowners who are decisive and move
quickly can see pre-construction finished in 1 to 2 months.
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Can I just hire you to design a home?
Unfortunately, no. Our design services are reserved for those who intend to build their homes with our products
and Barden Independent Dealers.

Can I do some of the work on my new home myself?
You should discuss the options of an “Owner/Builder,” “Do-it-Yourself,” or “Turn Key” programs with your Barden
Independent Dealer.
We’re often asked what the cost of “just a shell” would be so the owner can finish the inside of the home
themselves. We’re happy to do this as long as the owner understands the situation fully and has the support and
expertise to complete the job.
We do NOT sell directly to customers without consulting a Barden Independent Dealer to ensure that our
customers are fully informed and set up for success.
Because so much goes into designing and building your home, we get plenty more questions from customers as
we work with them. Check out our FAQ page for more answers to questions we often get.

LET’S GET STARTED!
CONTACT JEN SROCK FOR ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS
INFO@BARDENBP.COM • (716)-995-6500
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Dear Future Homeowner,
The ﬁrst thing on everyone’s mind when thinking about building a new home is obvious: how much
will it cost?
The truth is, I just don’t know the answer to that. There are so many factors to take into
consideration. It’s nearly impossible to give a prospective homeowner a deﬁnitive answer early in
the process. I get that this can be frustrating.
That’s why I’d like to debunk some common pricing myths that I’ve heard surrounding the home
building conversation, and explain what goes into a Barden custom home’s price.

COST TO BUILD A CUSTOM HOME:
PERCEPTIONS AND THEIR REALITIES

There are a few things many prospective homeowners often have the wrong idea about when it
comes to the costs of building a custom home, including:
1. The industry minimum
2. Land and site prep
3. Your actual budget
4. Cost per square foot
5. Timing

1.The Industry Minimum

There is really no such thing as an industry minimum for custom home price. However, there is a
point where building too small just doesn’t make sense for the builder or the buyer. Some cost
components, such as site work, don’t change in tandem with the square footage of the home.
Smaller plans become disproportionately expensive and are oﬀered less commonly as a result.
The cost to build any home is going to ﬂuctuate with market conditions and the cost of labor and
materials. Your Barden Independent Dealer or Builder will advise on typical costs and a realistic price
point you can expect in your local market.

2. Land and Site Prep

It doesn’t take long to realize there’s a limited supply of buildable land. In addition to the upfront price
tag of the property, the cost to develop it for building is often underestimated. The cost of the lot and
the necessary improvements should be professionally estimated and included in your overall budget
right from the beginning. This includes site work needed to prep for the house itself such as:
• Leveling
• Grading
• Driveway installation
• Clearing trees, bushes, and other vegetation
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Your site work estimate should also include anticipated utility work costs, including:
• Water
• Sewer
• Gas
• Electric
Like searching for an existing home on the market, this step requires patience and the understanding
that it may cost more than you hoped to get what you want. The sooner you start seriously looking
for land, the sooner you can determine how it ﬁts into your budget. Ultimately your project has to
make ﬁnancial sense to get completed, and the property is a big part of that.

3. Your Actual Budget

I've found that many buyers approach building without a good understanding of their aﬀordability.
Until you speak with a new construction lending specialist, it’s diﬃcult to know what you can aﬀord
in terms of a monthly payment and how interest rates impact the bill.
Often, buyers ﬁnd they have more money to work with than they realize. That said, what you’re able
to aﬀord also needs to line up with what you’re comfortable aﬀording. What a lender says you can
aﬀord vs. what you feel is feasible for your budget may be two diﬀerent things. Give yourself time
to consider what makes sense for your situation and understand how changes in market conditions
will impact your bottom line.
Resource: What Should Your Custom Home Building Budget Include?

4. Cost Per Square Foot

There are just too many variables to quote a universal cost per square foot to build. Every site has
unique development costs and every market will have unique conditions aﬀecting the cost of doing
business. Smaller homes typically cost more on a square foot basis than larger homes. Similarly, the
cost per square foot of a ranch is going to be more than a typical 2-story home.
So how do you get an idea of what it costs to build? As a material supplier, Barden has visibility to
the material packages we provide, but there is much more that goes into the total cost of your home.
Your Independent Dealer or Builder that has experience in your local market can give you a realistic
range of expected costs and help educate you on the unknowns.
Keep in mind that estimates are just that. The cost of labor and building materials are going to
ﬂuctuate-sometimes just a little, other times more signiﬁcantly. Including a contingency reserve in
your budget can keep your project moving forward in the event pricing adjusts before you’re ready
to pull the trigger.
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5. Timing

Real estate has its ups and downs. It’s driven by a variety of factors:
• The economy
• Market demand
• Interest rates
• Commodity prices
In 2020 and into 20201, low interest rates increased real estate aﬀordability, making it a great time
to get into a new home. On the other hand, inventory constraints lead to a higher cost to build than
when materials were more abundant.
So do you build now or wait? My most practical advice: Consider your comfort level with the
situation.
There will be lots of factors that impact our aﬀordability, and I’ve seen many buyers lose their
window of opportunity by waiting for something to happen. Trying to time and coordinate swings in
the real estate market with real life needs isn’t easy. In my opinion, if your project works for you
today then do it. Waiting doesn’t always work in your favor.

THE BARDEN DIFFERENCE IN CONTROLLING
CUSTOM HOME COSTS

Balancing wants and needs is key to the custom home building process. That’s why working with a
Barden Independent Dealer or Builder needs to be viewed as a partnership.
Communicating your vision and being realistic with your budget, goals, and time frame is the only
way your project will be a success. It’s the dealer/builder’s job to educate the customer and set
realistic expectations about the possibilities, which is why you will always be asked what your
budget is!
Designing a home for your needs that aligns with your budget is what Barden does best, but it’s the
support and experience of our dealers and builders that will make your new home materialize.
I’m always happy to chat about the building solutions Barden provides and connect you to the local
professional that can best help you with your new home construction plans! Reach out today to put
your dream in motion!
Best,

Jamie Kline
(716) 995-6500 x110
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Standard Components of Barden Homes
One of the things Barden Building Products and our Barden Independent Dealers pride ourselves on is that all
Barden homes are 100% customizable to the homeowner’s preferences. Chances are if there’s something you’d
like included in your next home, we can accommodate it -- even if you don’t see it here.
Most of our floor plans see some sort of adjustment(s) made by the homeowner. We love seeing what they
come up with and making their dream home a reality.
But every good custom home needs a foundation to build from, so to speak. That’s why all Barden homes are
built using the components of our Fast Track Framing System and a host standard elements that we’ve refined
during our decades in the home building business. We cannot stress enough: a Barden home is your home -customize it however you like!

Floor Deck Framing
Floor Joists
Floor joists are what holds up your floor. If they aren’t properly sized and engineered, your floor can become
echoey or bouncy. To mitigate this, we install a flexible standard base on the span the joist covers. We’ll either
increase the thickness of the joists or double them up for additional strength. We’ll also use an engineered
product called an “I joist” for extra strength in certain applications.
Barden homes are built with 2x10 joists, or 2x12 wood joists as required, that are pre-cut to correct lengths.
Steel girders are installed upon request or as needed -- a popular option to eliminate basement support posts.

Subflooring
The subfloor is the surface that covers the floor joists. Finished flooring is laid on top of the subfloor.
Barden homes include ¾” tongue & groove OSB (Oriented Strand Board) subfloor with subfloor adhesive.
OSB is an engineered product made by adding adhesives to wood strands in a particular orientation and then
compressing them.
The result is a product that we’ve found to hold up better to the elements during construction. Although our
houses are enclosed more quickly than traditional homes during building, exposure to elements is still a factor
we consider. Using an OSB ensures quality.
We also have traditional plywood available, as well as other options.
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Exterior Walls & Interior Partitions:
Our panelized construction method allows for homes construction with virtually no human error. Exterior
wall panels and interior partitions are pre-built by North American Truss using sophisticated equipment to
ensure exact measurements and cuts. Panels and partitions are then shipped to the job site and installed.
We’re regularly asked if we use 2x4 or 2x6 wall panels. It’s an easy answer: 2x6 construction has been our
standard for more than 30 years. Thicker 2x6 walls offer a stronger structure and more room for insulation.
Of note:
•

We do offer 2x4 wall panels for cost-conscious homeowners.

•

2x8 wall panels are available upon request for additional insulation space.

•

We’ve built homes with 2 sets of walls filled with spray foam insulation for extra eco-conscious homeowners.

Exterior wall panels of Barden homes are sheathed with 7/16’ OSB -- the industry standard. We also offer
plywood sheathing as well as specialty ZIP and ZIP-R sheathing for eco-conscious homeowners.

Siding
Future homeowners can choose siding from Alside’s full catalog or go with our standard offering of its Odyssey
Plus line. We also offer siding by James Hardie for those interested in low maintenance siding options.
Requests for alternative siding options, such as wood or metal, are also available.

Roof & Ceiling Framing
After 70 years in the home-building business, the team at North American Truss has developed an intricate
manufacturing process which virtually eliminates issues like roof truss lift or drywall cracking after construction.
Future Barden homeowners may choose GAF architectural shingles, which boast a 50-year guarantee, or a
metal roof from All Metal Works for their home.

Exterior Doors & Windows
Doors
Plastpro fiberglass doors are standard for main entrance doors. Homeowners can also select exterior doors
from MMI Door, which offers quality name brands, such as JELD-WEN and Plastpro. We can accommodate
requests for solid wood doors through supplier Simpson Door Company, as well.
Barden homes’ service doors are smooth fiberglass and foam insulated with a thermal break threshold applied.
Our house-to-garage doors are steel fire doors with no glass. Locksets included for all exterior doors.

Windows
Custom windows are available from JELD-WEN’s Brickmould Vinyl Window Series. Barden also offers other
window options from Jeld-Wen, as well as Pella, Andersen, and Marvin.

Garage doors
Barden homes with garages have Overhead Door’s 190 Series garage doors installed by Overhead Door
technicians. Garage door openers are included. We also offer selections from Overhead Door’s full catalog.
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Exterior Trim
Nothing dresses up your custom home like exterior trim. In fact, when our designers create your home, they
include exterior trim options that boost your home’s curb appeal. There’s a large variety of exterior options and
upgrades to choose from, including:
•

White aluminum pre-bent fascia

•

Vinyl soffits

•

Vinyl louvered shutters

•

Pressure treated porch posts with white vinyl wrap

•

Interior Trim

Practically every part of a Barden home is customizable. Standard interior trim components of a Barden home
and popular upgrades include:

Baseboard and Casing
Barden offers these 2 baseboard styles as standard options:
HomNarrow MDF style #366 & HomNarrow MDF style #623
Baseboard and casing are also available in other styles as well as in solid pine or oak through Metrie. Matching
crown molding can be added also.

Swing Doors
Hollow core fiberglass molded doors with primed jambs and hardware.
Upgrade: Solid core and solid pine interior doors are also available.

Locksets
Schlage J Series, any style or color.
Upgrade: All selections from both Schlage and Baldwin are available including Digital/smart locks.

Staircases & Railing Systems:
All staircases and railing in a Barden home are custom made. Homeowners can choose from our extensive list of
materials and finishing options to create a staircase that seamlessly complements the rest of their home.

Custom Kitchens & Vanities
Barden’s in-house kitchen designer works to design custom cabinetry and counter-tops hand-in-hand with our
drafting staff to seamlessly deliver the kitchen of your dreams.
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The Consumer Guide to:

Custom Home
Construction
Financing

1

Building a custom home is full of possibilities.
From your must-haves to the extras that make your home truly unique, there’s
plenty to consider -- and even dream about. Then, there’s finding the right home
builder or dealer capable of helping you realize the vision of your next home.
But beyond the wishlists and search for a builder, there’s
a big question looming: How do you pay for it?
Building a home is one of the largest investments a person will ever
make. Most people who own a custom-built home didn’t finance
it themselves -- they sought out private construction loans.
Finding the right loan to finance your custom-built home is
key to making it a reality -- one you can comfortably afford.
And not all home construction loans are the same.
In this Consumer Guide to Home Construction Financing, we
explore the finer points of construction loans, how they work, and
what you’ll need to secure one for your custom-built home.
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House Construction Loans: The Other Half of Building a Home.
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What is a Custom Home Construction Loan?
A custom home construction loan covers all the costs of building a house. Depending on
a financial institution’s program, funds are disbursed in a few different ways:
•
•
•

Directly to a contractor as they build a house.
To the homeowner if they’re acting as their own general contractor
As a two-party check to both the general contractor and the homeowner

A short-term financing option, home construction loans have higher interest rates. Some even have variable
interest rates, which means you may pay more or less interest on the loan depending on market conditions.
After taking out a construction loan, you usually have between 6 months to 1 year to complete building your
home before your lender requires full repayment, though you will typically make interest-only payments
on funds disbursed during the construction phase. Depending on your loan type (which we’ll get into
later), your loan is either converted to a mortgage or paid off using another long-term financing option.

What Does a Custom Home Construction Loan Cover?
This is a bigger question. And the answer comes down to your lender and the terms of their loans.
Generally speaking, construction loans pay for the hard and soft costs of home construction, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design and drafting
Permit fees
Engineering fees
Labor
Building materials
Finishing options such as landscaping or driveway and sidewalk installation

Meant strictly to pay for building a home, a construction loan cannot be used for items outside your
project’s scope. Don’t plan on using the loan to help pay for moving costs or purchasing furniture.
Depending on your lender, your construction loan may also include a contingency reserve. A financial
cushion of sorts -- usually between 5% and 10% of the construction costs -- a contingency reserve
covers any unexpected expenses that come up. Contingency reserves are often tapped for:
•
•
•
•

Overruns
Change orders
Upgrades
Fluctuations in material costs

If you never use the contingency reserve, it’s paid back immediately when the loan’s duration is
up. If your lender doesn’t include a reserve in your loan, it’s still a good idea to come up with one.
Should the unexpected happen, your project will still have the funds needed to move forward.
20
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Types of Home Construction Loans
Future homeowners finance construction with one of three loan types:

1. Construction Only
As the name implies, this type of loan only covers the costs to actually build the home.
With these loans, you’ll have to come to the table prepared. Construction-only loans don’t cover
design, drafting expenditures, or some permit fees. They also don’t pay for the cost to purchase
land where a home is built, though they may be paired with a separate loan to buy your lot.
These loans also require immediate repayment upon construction completion. Once crews are
finished building your house, your loan comes due. It’s up to you to find a funding source.

2. Contruction-To-Permanent
This type of loan is almost identical to a standard construction loan. The major difference is that once
your home’s construction is completed, the loan automatically converts to a standard mortgage.
The big benefits of a construction-to-permanent loan is convenience and peace of mind.
With the loan automatically turning into a mortgage, you won’t be searching for a solution
to pay back construction costs or signing off on another mountain of paperwork.

3. Owner/Builder
Owner/builder loans are given to future homeowners who act as their
own general contractor. This loan type is harder to secure.
However, there are lenders with programs available even to the inexperienced owner/
builder. Be aware that guidelines for these programs may be more strict, requiring higher credit
scores or a larger percentage of owner-supplied funds contributed to the project. The lender
will thoroughly vet the owner and their ability to successfully complete the project.
Similar to construction only loans, owner/builder loans require repayment upon build completion.

•

A buyer may find greater financing options working through a general contractor, as fewer institutions offer
loan programs for owners wishing to self-build. For those who decide to be their own general contractor,
your Barden Independent Dealer can help you find lenders offering such programs in their local market and
assist you through the loan process.
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Where do You Get a Home Construction Loan?
Since most people don’t have bank accounts with an unlimited balance or the money to build a home
up-front, construction financing usually comes from two sources:

1. Banks
Just like for home mortgages, banks are the most common place future homeowners get construction loans.
Generally speaking, national and other larger banks don’t offer home construction
loans. Why? Markets are different from state-to-state or region-to-region. It would
be almost impossible to create a one-size-fits-all home construction loan.
Your best bet to secure financing through a bank is with a local or regional institution. With their
understanding of the market your home is being built in, they offer loans in line with its conditions.

2. Third-Party Lenders
Third-party lenders take construction loans completely out of the banking system. Though a fairly regulated
industry, third-party loan providers don’t have the same level of oversight or protections as banks.
That said, there are plenty of reputable third-party lenders that focus exclusively on
construction loans. They’re able to offer similar rates, terms, and conditions as a bank.
Choosing from the many third-party lenders can be time-consuming. And each has different
stipulations for its loans. Just like comparing loans from a variety of banks, it’s important to
do your homework on the finer points of a third-party lender’s financing package.

• Unsure where to start looking for a loan?
•

Your Barden Independent Dealer can provide some guidance. All having built Barden homes for many customers,
our Independent Dealers can speak to which lenders past customers have used and their experiences.
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What Are the Costs of a Home Construction Loan?
Like any other real estate financing, taking out a construction loan does involve
some additional fees beyond the amount you’re taking out.
The biggest driver of extra expenditures to secure financing are closing
costs. In new construction, closing costs stem from:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Credit checks
Loan origination and processing fees
Attorney’s fees
Title searches
Recording fees
Home inspections and appraisals

For those with construction-only and owner/builder loans, you’ll face closing costs
twice during your project if you take out a second loan to pay it off.
Construction draws -- or increments of the loan taken out by your contractor that pay for the work -- also
impact the “other” costs of a loan. While taking frequent draws keeps your home’s construction moving, your
lender may want to inspect the home and its progress before releasing more money, charging you to do so.
Regardless of who your lender is, the best action you can take when considering a construction loan is to read
the disclosures and settlement statement that details the recurring and nonrecurring costs of the loan. With
eyes wide open, you’ll know exactly what you’re in for and what the true cost of the construction loan actually is.

What You’ll Need to Get a Home Construction Loan
Banks and third-party lenders want to make sure they’ll get paid back -- as much as your home
is an investment of your personal finances, it’s also an investment for a lender. They’ll want
to make sure their money isn’t funding a project that isn’t a wise use of their money.
To secure a construction loan, you’re in for several layers of review. Your
lender will ask for a host of personal information, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proof of identity
Recent pay stubs and proof of other income sources
Tax returns
Bank statements
A list of assets
A list of debts and liabilities
Documentation of current rent or mortgage payments
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Like a mortgage and other loan programs, lenders want to see you put skin in the game
as well. They’ll require a downpayment on your project. Though all lenders are different,
generally they require you to provide upward of 20% of the cost of your project.
In addition, your lender will take a deep dive into your project to make sure it’s a sound
investment. Most lenders want a detailed scope outlining everything about your next home,
from materials used to the blueprints and any subcontractors needed to complete the job.
Your lender will also want to vet your contractor. Your contractor will need to
provide your lender with plenty of information, too, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Credentials and licenses
Proof of insurance
A list of vendors
Examples of past work
References

Securing a loan does take some time. However, it’s important to have the right mindset about
this review process. A lender’s probe of your personal finances and project is a layer of protection
against committing to a loan you’ll struggle to repay on a home you might not be satisfied with.

When do You Get a Home Construction Loan
Building a home doesn’t happen overnight. Nor does securing its financing.
From the day you commit to building your next home, a lot of parts start moving to
make it a reality. The last thing you’ll want is anything to hold up the process.
So where does a getting construction loan fit in? The earlier, the better. Having your finances
in order is something you’ll want buttoned up well before the shovel hits the soil.
It’s best to begin the loan approval process during the planning stages. Typically, it takes a
few weeks for a lender to complete their review of you and your project. If everything goes
smoothly, by the time construction crews are ready to go, your loan is available. Put simply,
without available funds, your contractor won’t be able to start building your next home.
Prequalifying for a loan does help speed things along. Rather than going through the entire
loan process at once, prequalifying takes some of the review work out of the equation later on.
In addition, prequalifying provides you with a lender’s assessment of how much of a loan you
can realistically take on. This information is invaluable when you begin designing your home.
You’ll be able to prioritize your needs and wants with how much you’re able to spend.
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What Happens After You Get Approved for a
Home Construction Loan?
After you’re approved for a construction loan and its funds are available, it’s all systems go.
An initial disbursement of the loan is released to your contractor. Construction work -- from site prep to
building the structure you’ll call home -- begins. And your contractor can make draws of the money needed to
keep construction moving forward as scheduled. The number of draws you’re allowed depends on the lender
and the construction milestones required of your project. Most lenders allow between two and 10 draws.
In most construction loans, interest begins accruing on funds taken from each draw.
Many lenders require you to begin making interest payments during construction.

Your Home is Built, What’s Next?
Upon construction completion, your home will be inspected a final time to ensure the job
is done and is satisfactory to your lender. You’ll then get a Certificate of Occupancy. What’s
that? It’s a document certifying the home meets all building codes and is safe to live in.
With that document in hand, it’s now time for the moment you’ve
waited for -- to move in and enjoy your new home.
You’ll also need to get your construction loan squared away soon after your home is finished.
If you’ve taken out a construction-to-permanent loan, the loan is automatically converted to an
amortized mortgage and you’ll begin making monthly payments. Those with construction-only or
owner/builder loans will need to pay back the loan immediately. Unless you’re paying the loan
back out-of-pocket, you’ll need to find a long-term financing solution, such as a mortgage.

Home Construction Loans:
The Other Half of Building a Home
A custom-built home is a life-changing investment. The loan that pays for
its construction shouldn’t be one you’ll regret taking out.
Understanding how new home construction loans work and doing your due diligence
before signing on the dotted line let you make the best financial decision possible.
While the world of home construction financing may be complex, your dealer should be your #1
resource. It’s there to help you find an appropriate lender and navigate the loan approval process.
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Custom Home
Build Guide
Learn About Panelized Home Construction and Building the Barden Way.
The time has come: you’ve decided to embark on the journey to building a new home!

Congratulations!
Whether you’re downsizing or upgrading, making room for new family members, or looking
for something that better suits your style -- this is an exciting, new chapter in your life.
You’ll probably have a lot of questions before feeling comfortable enough to get the ball
rolling and break ground on your new build. Our Custom Home Building Guide is here to
help.
No matter where you are in your building process, or if this is your ﬁrst time, this guide has
the information you need:
Know what you’re looking for? Click any of these links and head instantly to that section of
the guide:
• Why Build A Custom Home?
• What Is Panelized Construction?
• Panel Building vs. Modular Building
• Panel Building vs. Stick Building
• Financing a Custom Home Build
• The Steps to Building a Custom Home
• The Barden Homes Team & Dealer Network
• Ready to Get Started?
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Why Build a Custom Home?
There’s nothing like having a home that meets ALL of your needs. While the real estate market is full of
homes, chances are there’s not one that checks all your boxes. You’ll likely make some sacriﬁces.
That’s where custom home building comes in. Designed and built exclusively for you, a custom home is
truly your home.
Custom builds oﬀer a prospective homeowner a variety of beneﬁts:
• Accommodations for accessibility concerns. When renting a home or buying a previously
constructed house, it can be costly -- and sometimes impossible -- to adapt this structure for
accessibility needs.
• Unique architecture and design features. While renovations to existing homes are an option, for
truly unique architecture and design tastes, custom builds are the only way to go. Panelized
construction gives you endless customization options for aesthetics and build quality.
• Personalized quality control. If you’re purchasing a home built decades ago, it can be impossible to
know whether the original build meets the quality you desire in terms of materials, methods, and
labor.
• Regional considerations are accounted for. When panel building a home, the engineering
department can account for regional considerations such as snowfall amount to ensure performance
and durability are optimized. Other factors, such as humidity, can aﬀect the integrity of a home, and
materials to optimize for this are accounted for as well.
• Ability to build on almost any lot. If you found your dream lot in a rural setting, it can be diﬃcult to
build without a team that can give you a custom ﬂoor plan and has experience developing in that
area. It’s important to ﬁnd an experienced team backed by a reputable company. In some rural areas,
it can be hard to pull together suppliers and architects since they are so few and far between. A
good panelized building company can help streamline logistics.
• Structural warranty. You’ll want an extra layer of protection for your newly built investment.
Through an RWC warranty, structural components of a Barden home are protected for 10 years
after construction is complete. The warranty covers structural defects that a homeowner’s insurance
policy typically doesn’t. On average, structural issue repairs cost tens of thousands of dollars. An
RWC structural warranty can keep a homeowner from paying for structural repairs out of pocket.
If you’re investing time and money into
ﬁnding your dream home, why not make
it exactly what you’re dreaming of?
Custom home building is the best way
to make sure all needs, considerations,
and preferences are met.
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Custom Home Building:
The Construction Methods
If you’ve decided a custom home is the right option for you, there are three construction method
to choose from:
• Panelized construction
• Stick building
• Modular construction

Let’s dive into each method.
What Is Panelized Construction?

Panelized construction is a hybrid of modular and stick building. Walls are manufactured in 8 ft.
segments with exterior sheathing installed and then shipped to the job site where they are quickly
assembled. Roof trusses and other pre-cut or prefabricated components are shipped to the job
site as needed as well.
All Barden homes are built using our Fast Track Framing System, which comprises all the structural
and framing elements needed for construction. The system’s components are made by North
American Truss, our manufacturing division.
Panel-built houses are a popular option for custom home building because they open the doors to
be fully customized while maintaining manufactured precision and quality control. Panelized
manufacturers are all different. Some use the mass-manufacturing benefits of this method to rapidly
construct large tract communities with limited or no customization options. Others offer the
benefits of panelized construction as a complete, off-site design-and-build package.
Take a behind-the-scenes look at what happens in our factory while manufacturing a custom
home’s components.
Barden, for example, supplies many of the materials to build the home while oﬀering in-house
design services to streamline the process to a single contact point. Unlike modular building, we
allow our customers the freedom to purchase and select their own materials if our selections aren’t
to their tastes, allowing for designs with no limitations.
Barden panelized construction allows you to choose your building materials and choose your subcontractors and building team -- leaving you in the driver’s seat through the entire process.
By allowing this ﬂexibility, panelized building can oﬀer all of the beneﬁts of other construction
methods -- with none of the drawbacks.
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About Modular Home Building

Modular homes are fully constructed in a factory, all interior and exterior features included, in large
segments or “modules.” They are then shipped to the building lot and placed on a waiting
foundation.
These homes come in a wide range of quality: from a small, “single box” ranch all the way to 4,000+
sq. ft. homes shipped in several segments. Depending on the manufacturer, the homes may be built
to ﬂimsy code minimums or engineered to the high standards of a luxury builder.
Modular homes beneﬁt from:
• Speedy construction times
• A single point of contact for the customer
• Choice of lot
However, they do have their drawbacks, with the biggest being design restrictions due to being
built in full segments. For example, ceiling heights are limited and cathedral/vaulted ceilings require
more costly site-built construction. Open ﬂoor plans are possible, but design may be limited to
navigating around support beams and other structural requirements.

Modular Vs. Panelized Homes

From the outside, sometimes it’s hard to tell the diﬀerence between modular vs. panelized homes.
Many of the considerations for choosing one method over the other has to do with the process
involved in creating the home.
There are downsides to modular building when compared to panel construction. Although modular
building allows for customization, it’s limited to the selections provided by the manufacturer.
Design is constrained by what can be engineered to ﬁt on a trailer for shipment.
During shipping, ﬁxtures installed at the factory and structural integrity can be damaged. It’s also
common for a modular home’s construction to experience delays by the crews required to do the
ﬁnishing work on the home, negating the beneﬁt of speedy initial assembly.
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Panelized Homes vs. Stick Built

In both the case of stick building and panel-built houses, the home is assembled on-site. However,
their diﬀerences come down to what happens during construction.
While panelized construction allows for a fast build, stick building simply does not. Fit and ﬁnish are
left entirely to the skill and care of the building crew. Raw materials are left exposed to the
elements until assembly.
Stick building is slower than panelized construction, which means your new home is sitting
unenclosed and unﬁnished while exposed to the elements. And all the while, additional time racks
up interest on your construction loan.
Drafting and design of stick-built homes can be done by either an architect -- a $5,000-$10,000
up-front cost for the customer -- or oﬀered by the builder. Choosing the right designer here can
make or break the entire project. The smallest oversight of engineering details can result in drywall
cracking, ﬂoor bounce, or other structural issues.
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Financing a Custom Home Build
Often, one of the ﬁrst things our customers wonder when looking into building a custom home
is how much it will cost.
The most frequently asked question we get from prospective new homeowners is: “How do I
pay for it all?”
There are two ways to ﬁnance custom home construction:
1. Get a new construction loan from a bank
2. Secure ﬁnancing through a third-party lender
We encourage you to research both options to ﬁnd one that best suits your needs. Your
independent dealer is also a great resource for potential solutions.

1. Construction Loan

A construction loan is a short-term, higher-interest loan given to pay for construction.
Funds are initially released in chunks, called draws, as construction milestones are completed.
There can be anywhere from two to 10 draws in a construction loan. A loan structured with
fewer draws may leave you responsible to pay contractors up-front until the required
milestone is met to release the next draw.
There are several types of construction loans available:
• Construction Only: As the name implies, this type of loan only covers the costs to
actually build the home. With these loans, you’ll have to come to the table prepared.
Construction-only loans don’t cover design, drafting expenditures, or some permit fees.
They also don’t pay for the cost to purchase land where a home is built, though they
may be paired with a separate loan to buy your lot. These loans also require immediate
repayment upon construction completion. Once crews are ﬁnished building your house,
your loan comes due. It’s up to you to ﬁnd a funding source.
• Construction-To-Permanent: This type of loan is almost identical to a standard
construction loan. The major diﬀerence is that once your home’s construction is
completed, the loan automatically converts to a standard mortgage. The big beneﬁts of
a construction-to-permanent loan are convenience and peace of mind. With the loan
automatically turning into a mortgage, you won’t be searching for a solution to pay back
construction costs or signing oﬀ on another mountain of paperwork.
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• Owner/Builder: These loans are given to future homeowners who act as their own
general contractors. This loan type is harder to secure. However, there are lenders with
programs available even to the inexperienced owner/ builder. Be aware that guidelines
for these programs may be more strict, requiring higher credit scores or a larger
percentage of owner-supplied funds contributed to the project. The lender will
thoroughly vet the owner and their ability to successfully complete the project. Similar
to construction-only loans, owner/builder loans require repayment upon build
completion.
New construction loans are issued with a time limit, usually 6 months to 1 year, to complete
the project. Choosing an experienced builder or general contractor is necessary to make sure
the project is completed on time.
Panelized construction can happen very quickly compared to other building methods. This can
lead to less time accruing high construction loan interest.

Where Do I Get a Construction Loan?

Future custom homeowners obtain construction loans from banks. But be aware: Major banks
tend not to oﬀer these types of loan products.
Many local and regional banks do oﬀer construction ﬁnancing. Loan packages usually only
include 2-4 draws in their packages.

2. Third-Party Lenders

Third-party lenders take construction loans completely out of the banking system. Though a
fairly regulated industry, third-party loan providers don’t have the same level of oversight or
protection as banks. That said, there are plenty of reputable third-party lenders that focus
exclusively on construction loans. They’re able to oﬀer similar rates, terms, and conditions as a
bank.
Choosing from the many third-party lenders can be time-consuming. And each has diﬀerent
stipulations for its loans.

Download Our Financing Guide

We've produced a handy guide for anyone looking to ﬁnance a new panelized construction
home. Click the button below to download:
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The Steps to Building a Custom
Home With Panelized Construction
After ﬁnancing is secure, there are six steps to building a custom home at Barden:
1. Drafting and design
2. Engineering
3. Manufacturing
4. Shipping
5. On-site building
6. Finalization

1. Drafting and Design

A single point of contact makes it easier for you to coordinate your building eﬀorts. This is why even
though we primarily handle the manufacturing of walls and trusses for the home, our work with the
customer starts in the design phase.
Our in-house drafting and design services team works closely with you and your building team to
craft the perfect home. Every aspect of your home’s ﬂoor plan is poured over and considered -- from
the internal color scheme to the type of lumber used.
During this phase of your custom home project, you’ll work closely with our team to:
• Come up with a preliminary design and reﬁne your plans
• Review & approve a technical draft of your home’s ﬂoor plans
• Create a list of materials to be ordered so manufacturing can begin
Unlike other custom home companies, we allow our clients the freedom to purchase and select
their own materials. If our selections aren’t to your tastes -- you’ll have plenty of time to ﬁnd the
materials to realize your vision with absolutely no limitations.
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2. Engineering

After the design phase is complete, the home plan drafts are passed along to our in-house
engineering department.
Our experts carefully review the selected materials to ensure they’re perfectly suited to handle
their intended purpose for the home. All factors are taken into consideration, such as:
• Local building codes
• Safety regulations
• Eﬃciency standards
Even the strictest of building inspectors doesn’t intimidate our experienced team.
Where applicable, our engineering team considers regional concerns -- such as load-bearing capacity
for average area snowfall amount, or windows that oﬀer greater resistance to high winds and drafts.
After the ﬁnal engineered home plan is complete, it’s digitally rendered using our Mitek E-frame
engineering program, which helps determine:
• Load-bearing points
• Lumber/truss plate requirements
The software essentially oﬀers a 3D puzzle model for the manufacturing team to work from.
What’s accomplished during the engineering phase? A precision-engineered model for the
manufacturing team to follow.
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3. Manufacturing

Once the plans are finalized with engineering, manufacturing your home’s components starts.
The team at North American Truss, our manufacturing division, makes the structural and framing
components of your home. Everyone on the shop floor follows the digital design plan for the home
to the letter, ensuring precision during every step of the manufacturing process.
We use a variety of machines and technology to aid in precision building and reduce the chances of
human error, including:
• Tiger Stop Computerized Measuring Saw
• Intelligent Building Software (IBS)
• Virtek Lasers
• MiTek RoofTracker
With the home’s materials stored and assembled in a factory setting, the integrity and quality of
building materials are maintained without the risk of weather degrading them.

Resource: For a full look at our manufacturing process, check out our Behind the Scenes of
Panelized Construction article.
What’s accomplished during the manufacturing phase?
• Wall panels are built
• Roof trusses are built
• Webs and cords are built
• All components are wrapped, labeled, and stacked for shipping
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4. Shipping

With your home’s panels and other components assembled, their next stop is the building site. A
specially equipped ﬂeet of trucks ships all of the build’s components to the site safely and
securely.

Side Note: As your home’s components are manufactured, the building site is
being prepared. Typically, this involves:
• Installing a foundation
• Clearing and grading
• Putting in utilities
What’s accomplished during the shipping phase? Materials
arrive at the building site intact and ready for assembly

5. On-Site Building

Each truck driver is equipped with a set of your home’s building plans that correspond with the
components they’re transporting. Once they arrive, the plans are passed to the foreman of the
framing crew, who unloads everything and begins assembly.
Since each component is labeled in accordance with the engineering plan, builders quickly
assemble the pieces together accurately. Again, this step is similar to building a giant 3D puzzle.
After the walls and trusses are put into place, the interior construction starts.
What’s accomplished during the on-site building phase? The home is assembled in accordance
with the plan agreed upon by the team during the design phase.

6. Finalization

The rest of the components for your new home are delivered to the job site, such as:
• Windows
• Doors
• Siding
These ﬁnal deliveries are coordinated by a dedicated Barden employee to ensure all materials
are delivered on time and in the correct quantities.
What’s accomplished during the shipping phase? Final building components arrive at the
building site intact and ready for assembly.
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The Barden Homes Team &
Independent Dealer Network
To create your dream home, our in-house departments coordinate with other area specialists to
build a team of experts.
We handle coordination and communication with team members, enabling a single point of contact
throughout your building experience.
There are three branches to your custom home building team:
1. Barden in-house professionals
2. Barden Independent Dealers
3. Subcontractors

1. Barden In-House Professionals

Our in-house team and those with North American Truss are responsible for designing and
engineering the home, manufacturing the framing, and supplying all other materials to finish the
home.
The materials we supply include:
• Windows
• Doors
• Kitchens
• Siding
• Rooﬁng

• Interior trim
• Garage doors
• Deck material
• Stairs

There are some materials we do not supply, but this does NOT mean that our customers are left to
source these items on their own. Our dealers have trusted subcontractors and suppliers to
recommend/enlist for these jobs. However, the customer may ﬁnd and choose their own if they have
preferred vendors or contractors.
Some of the materials/services that we don’t supply include:
• Site prep/excavation
• Well and septic services
• Electrical
• Foundation/masonry/concrete
• Drywall

• Insulation
• Flooring
• Plumbing and plumbing ﬁxtures
• HVAC ducting, A/C units, furnaces, radiant heating

Please note that Barden Building Products doesn’t supply or assist with appliances, landscaping,
fencing, or interior design either.
The Barden in-house team provides support for our dealers to ensure their projects run smoothly.
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2. Barden Independent Dealers

Next to you (and your vision for the perfect home), Barden Independent Dealers are the most
important part of building with Barden.

Why?

They’re your custom home building guide, working with you every step of the way until move-in day.
As members of the Barden family, our independent dealers are each unique and operate as
independent companies.
Some act as consultants, helping to facilitate the entire home-building process. Consultant-type
dealers don’t perform any of the actual construction. They often work with customers who are
acting as their own general contractor.
Other independent dealers are contractors. The major diﬀerence between a contractor dealership
and a consultant is that the contractor actually builds the home.
Though each their own business, all Barden Independent Dealers perform the following tasks:
• Provide expert advice and guidance for selecting a building lot, designing your home, and
selecting materials and ﬁnishes
• Coordinate all Barden activities, such as drafting, ordering materials, or scheduling
production of your home’s framing
Our dealers oﬀer a wide range of construction options -- from turnkey homes to assisted DIY.
Contact us to learn more about our Barden Independent Dealer network.
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3. Subcontractors

Subcontractors are specialists who complete speciﬁc parts of your new home’s construction.
There are several types of subcontractors that can be called in for a custom home building project:
• Framers
• Roofers
• Masons
• Plumbers
• Electricians
• Excavators
Whether working with your dealer’s recommendations, selecting your own, or taking on these jobs
yourself, you’re in full control of this aspect of your project.

Take the First Step Toward Your Custom Home

If you’re interested in the panel building process, but have a few more questions before you get
started, get in touch with our team to set up a time to meet.
If you’re ready to embark on the journey of partnering with Barden Building Products, contact us -our team is ready to get to work! We’ll be in touch quickly with the next steps for beginning work on
your dream home.

Jamie Kline
Director of Sales & Marketing
(716) 995.6500 Ext. 110
jkline@bardenbp.com

Contact Us
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HOME BUILDING
CHECKLIST

A Printable Timeline Guide

6 Months Prior to Building
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4 Months Prior to Building

Pg. 8

2 Months Prior to Building
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On Submission of Building Permit Application

Pg. 16

During Construction

Pg. 20

Project is Near Completion and Ready for Inspection

Pg. 24

Project is Completed and in The Warranty Phase

Pg. 28

How Barden Can Help

Pg. 32
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TIMELINE ICON KEY
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This icon represents Decision
Making and Design/Build Matrix
considerations

This icon represents Quality
Control and personal aesthetic
considerations

This icon represents Budget
Estimating, and Cost Analysis

This icon represents Green Living
and Building philosophies and
considerations

This icon represents Project
Schedule and Timeline
considerations

This icon represents Permits and
their related procedures and
considerations

This icon represents Build Site
Development and Preparation

This icon represents Contract
Documents and the requirements
surrounding their use

This icon represents Drawings
and their related build
considerations

This icon represents Trade
Contractors and things to
consider when working with
them

This icon represents your
“Punch List” for planning and
tracking information

This icon represents Suppliers
and Purchasing considerations
for materials and products

This icon represents
Specifications to keep organized
and under control

This icon represents Safety
considerations for yourself and
your contractors
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6 MONTHS PRIOR TO
BUILDING PERMIT
APPLICATION

#1: 6 mos. Prior to Permit
Consider your capabilities and deﬁne your
anticipated level of involvement in the project.
Now is the time to understand and appreciate the difference between “oﬃce” and “ﬁeld”
management, and ascertain where your strengths and weaknesses may lie in terms of helping the
project along.
Determine what professional services may be needed to supplement your work on the project,and
begin to make a list of potential collaborators.
If any amount of management sounds uncomfortable, that's important to know! Make sure you
vocalize that you want a turn key home with no involvement.

Begin an initial study of ALL project costs with
your home building partner.
This is an exercise in project feasibility. Contact a construction lender to discuss the ﬁnancing of
your project, and determine whether you prefer to act as an Owner-Builder or hire a General
Contractor.
Be sure to pre-qualify for a loan while you are working with the lender.
Identify your cost range and requirements for your home. This should be a price range based on
your conversations with your lender and a list of functions your home must be able to
accommodate, NOT a square footage number and list of rooms and features.

Create a reasonable project timeline goal for
all Design-Build events.
The goal of this is to help you distinguish when you would like
your project to be completed, versus when it will actually be
completed.
The latter should allow for ample time for the entire
design-build process. Be sure to be realistic about your current
commitments, and how much time you’ll be able to allott to
moving the project along.
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#1: 6 mos. Prior to Permit
Before purchasing a lot, make sure that it is
buildable for your project needs.
The main consideration is ﬁnding a lot where development is economically feasible; meaning the
cost of the lot and development ﬁt your budget, and a new home built in that location will be
appraised to its full value. It’s best to have a Barden Independent Dealer involved in this step to
lend their experience in both of these areas.
Once that has been accomplished, make sure that the lot is able to meet city or county
requirements for the issuance of a building permit. This includes having an oﬃcial copy of your
lot’s site map with tax parcel number and legal description.
Work with a trustworthy and experienced Barden Independent Dealer to determine whether or not
the lot is buildable.

Deﬁne how you intend to live and characterize
the best place in which to do it.
Now that you have a lot, use the information determined in step 2 to begin visualizing what kind of
home to build. This can be the most time consuming step if you are not prepared!!
This is why we make a list of required functions, but not features. Maybe you were set on a two story,
but now that you have your lot, you realize that the second story would be exposed to your neighbors.
Or, maybe the formal dining room you wanted in the back corner of your house is now impeding the best
view from the places in your house where you will spend most of your time. Putting all of these pieces
together can’t be done properly until you understand your own needs and have a lot and budget ready to
plot them out on.
Now is the time to begin to put these pieces together in your mind or on paper. Remember, you’re just
visualizing at this stage. Don’t get too attached to anything determined at this point! There is still a long
process ahead, stay open to change!

Decide how you intend to record information
related to project management.
If you’re someone who likes an old school paper and pencil to keep track of information, that will work
great! If you prefer computer software, that’s great too. Prepare a system to keep track of ALL
documents related to your project; permits, receipts, quotes, etc. This is unbelievably important to keep
your project on schedule.
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#1: 6 mos. Prior to Permit
Create a “Cardboard Box File” by purchasing a
cardboard banker’s box approximately 12”x16”.
Place 50, letter-size hanging ﬁles into the banker’s box, and then insert ⅓-cut ﬁle folders inside
each of the hanging ﬁles. Label the tabs according to each phase of the building process.
Become accustomed to ﬁling information as your project develops, and keeping things organized.

Create a “Storyboard” on a wall in a designated
area of your home planning space to act as a
Design-Build collage.
Dedicate half of the board for exterior ideas, and the other half for interior ideas. Hang pictures, colors,
swatches, material samples, and sketches on the wall and begin to visualize how they work together.
Google samples of custom home building storyboards online for inspiration of where to begin if you get
stuck!

Research publications and sources that support a
building and living “Green” philosophy.
It’s also a great idea to contact your State Department of Ecology and your County Solid Waste Disposal
agencies to discover more information. Additionally, see if there are any local green building homes on
display to help inspire some elements of your build. If there aren’t any in your area, leverage digital tools
such as YouTube, Pinterest, and Houzz for inspiration and education.
Understand that although “green” can be a buzzword, including some energy eﬃcient features in your
home can be a very worthwhile investment and even potentially raise the value of your home!

Determine who will be a part of your building team.
Assess your build situation and goals with your Barden Independent Dealer. If you’re planning on doing
the work yourself, now is the time to determine if you have the time available and the expertise to
complete the task at hand or to hire in other help. You may already have subcontractors you wish to use
on the job. Now is the time to consider their schedules and professionalism vs. subs that have proven
themselves working with your Independent Dealer in the past.
Not sure where to start? Talk it over with your Independent Dealer.
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4 MONTHS PRIOR TO
BUILDING PERMIT
APPLICATION

#2: 4 mos. Prior to Permit
Develop a strategy for achieving your overall
budgetary objective.
Do a rough percentage budget estimate of both hard and soft costs to help determine project
feasibility.
Ask a construction lender for an application packet, but wait before making and paying for a loan
application. This will provide you a list of what’s oﬃcially required by the lender when it comes to
apply for a construction loan.

Produce a draft site plan for your lot.
Ensure the plan follows the guidelines provided by the local building department that has
jurisdiction over your site. If you’ve been following this timeline checklist, you should already have
them on ﬁle!
The site plan usually includes: a legal survey, existing natural features, topography, utility locations,
and house footprint onto a single graphic presentation. Don’t forget to indicate adjacent streets,
access to site, tax parcel number, and legal description.
Make multiple copies of this! Ensure you retain ownership over the original copy.

Sketch a ﬂoor plan based on how you intend
to live in your new home.
Be sure to move ﬂuidly through several versions and revisions
of this sketch, but don’t allow yourself to get too bogged down
with precise details.
Provide a sketch to the Barden drafting team along with
copious notes; the more our drafting team understands your
needs and goals, the quicker they will be able to provide
satisfactory modiﬁcations to your plans.
This means that you don’t just ask them to move a wall 2 feet,
but explain why. The experienced team may ﬁnd a better
solution if they know the end goal!
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#2: 4 mos. Prior to Permit
Start to think and act like a project manager
by creating a “Job Diary.”
This job diary should include: a business card index, weekly appointment book, incoming /
outgoing phone message register, memo forms, and anything else that is relevant to the contact
organization aspect of your project.
Some people opt to keep this organized digitally on their smartphones and laptops, and that’s
great too! The key is contact organization that is intuitive and clear, so you have all the info you
need when the time comes to reach out to someone.

Elaborate the “Cardboard Box Files” with a
contractor and product information.
When you come across trade or product information that is useful, ﬁle it into the box as a possibility for
future use. Be sure to also ﬁle any subcontractor information you come across while planning. Did your
friend recommend an excellent tile worker? Be sure to ﬁle this in the box for future contact, and note the
friend who recommended the subcontractor. Soon, you will have a network of people, and products,
formed.

Expand your storyboard with exterior and interior
colors, patterns, and textures.
Start by grouping combinations that seem to go together so you can compare and contrast one
grouping to another until you ﬁnd what speaks to your heart the most. DO NOT get this confused with
designing your ﬂoor plan.
The ﬂoor plan should be set based on your needs and then decorated accordingly based on inspiration
gained from sites like Pinterest, not designed around features and designs found there!! We can’t stress
this enough.
This is a ﬁnishing step; weeks and months can be lost trying to determine ﬁnishes and decor side by
side with designing a ﬂoor plan.
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#2: 4 mos. Prior to Permit
Call your Building Department to request a
“Permit Submittal Packet” for residential new
construction.
Additionally, ask about the possibility of a “pre-application meeting” at the local permit-granting
agency.
Inquire whether any special conditions exist for your building site such as wetlands, shoreline, or
ﬂood plain review to avoid surprises down the line.
These steps may be excessive, but ensure a perfectly planned project.

Research what suppliers and manufacturers are
available locally.
Do this for: insulation, plumbing, electrical/lighting, HVAC, and ﬂooring. Barden has you covered on the
rest!
If local suppliers and manufacturers exist in your region, inquire about whether they sell directly to the
general public for residential purposes.
Ask suppliers, when possible, for a list of preferred contractors who they would recommend install their
products. This can also help you build your network of trusted contacts.
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2 MONTHS PRIOR TO
BUILDING PERMIT
APPLICATION

#3: 2 mos. Prior to Permit
Involve construction professionals of your
project team in the decision making process.
Meet with your plumber, electrician, and HVAC installer along with your Independent Dealer. These
people will not only be installing these features, but designing them in your home as well.
Make sure to speak with them and make these design decisions early on for a more accurate
quote and better planning going forward.

Select a ﬁscal plan of action based on a
review of hard and soft costs.
Combine all of your outlined hard and soft costs into a complete cost analysis.
This cost analysis should be expanded to include itemized costs and prices. However, keep in
mind that this document is subject to change, especially as the insight of experts begins to weigh
more heavily into your project.
At this point, however, you should have a clear cost range, and understand spend considerations
moving forward.

Discuss project requirements with designers,
contractors, and suppliers.
Continue to update your “Activity Flow Chart” with information
that you glean from speaking with key project team members.
Make sure to be noting areas of activity independence -- or,
where your team will be working independently of your control,
where you are trusting them to make decisions. Discuss, clarify,
and gain a comfort level with this.
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#3: 2 mos. Prior to Permit
Make a site master plan that goes beyond
what is required for permit application.
Take into consideration your region’s geological, biological, and meteorological conditions as you
enhance the basic site plan that has been prepared for submission to the Building Department.
Envision how you intend to use the outdoor space once the home is completed so your home is
oriented to the sun, off-site features, native plans, lay of the land, and neighboring community.
Begin to look at your space as a home.

Formalize the ﬂoor plan by consulting a design
professional.
After discussing plans for your HVAC, plumbing, and electrical and ﬁnalizing details on your ﬂoor plan,
request ﬁnal plans from Barden.
Full structural plans will be presented for your ﬁnal review.

Concentrate on using the “Job Diary” daily.
Now is the time to get in the habit of running an eﬃcient and reliable construction oﬃce. We
recommend color coding whenever possible to keep project related tasks separate from personal tasks
and appointments, as well as your professional ones.
Don’t forget to log and take notes on any calls that happen, so you create a clear picture of
communication for your project.

Continue to use the “Cardboard Box Files” as a
means to organize.
Get comfortable and familiar with the process of progressive approximation so you feel relaxed about a
gradual reﬁnement of product and material choices.
Now is the time to be collaborating with the professionals on your product team, as well as potential
trade contractors and suppliers.
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#3: 2 mos. Prior to Permit
Turn a critical eye to the combinations on
your storyboard.
Eliminate colors, patterns, and textures that you know will not be considered for your project. Be
mindful of budget while making these cuts. Even if something looks aesthetically pleasing for your
project, is it realistic?
Be sure to mark samples that stay with manufacturer product information, including distributor
and contact person.

Collect all documentation required for building
permit application.
Make sure to make duplicate copies to share with the professionals you are collaborating with on your
project team.
In addition to your building permit, additional permits may be required for septic, electrical, plumbing,
gas, and HVAC inspections. Be sure that trade contractors are adequately taking responsibility for
securing the permits that govern their work.

Prepare your Conditions document prior to meeting
with contractors.
Make sure that you understand that subcontractors’ terms are negotiable. Read their agreements and
negotiate terms as necessary to ensure your project is completed on time.
Remember to be reasonable! If you become too demanding, they also have the right to refuse to work
with you! This is a very ﬁne line.

Select product and materials to be used in your
home!
Once a decision is made on what product / material is right for your project, request details from your
dealer on different models, color choices, pricing, and warranties.
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ON SUBMISSION OF
BUILDING PERMIT
APPLICATION

#4: On Submission of Permit Application
Hold your team accountable for their
decisions.
It’s important to stay involved with your team of construction professionals every step of the way.
Keep the doors of communication open, and don’t just assume that your team is making the right
decisions on your behalf.
Lean on professionals to act as consultants when issues come up that need attending to.

Ensure all products and services are line items
on your cost analysis.
The itemized list should represent all expenditures that are deﬁned on your drawings and
speciﬁcations. If you need additional assistance ensuring everything is included, your construction
lender is a great resource.
As you receive proposals from contractors, evaluate costs by referring to a larger database or
expert on your team.

Establish a project schedule using a Bar Chart.
This chart will indicate major construction activities plotted on a weekly time scale. In previous
months, you’ve established an activity ﬂow chart which will be a great resource to lean on to
determine the sequence and communication timeline for the chart.
Remember: Your project may require less or more time depending on your scope of work to be
performed, and factors including weather. The chart can be customized and tweaked as you
move forward accordingly.
Communicate openly with contractors and team members to
understand what is realistic from their standpoint for time
requirements and deadlines and don’t be afraid to hold them
accountable.
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#4: On Submission of Permit Application
Reproduce 8 copies of your complete set of
drawings.
It’s standard for 2 copies to accompany your permit application, while the other 6 are passed out
among contractors and suppliers for their proposals.
If any changes are made to the drawings by the Building Department, it’s crucial to ensure that all
copies are edited to reﬂect the changes. Because changes are common, ask the Building
Department an approximate timeline for how long before the drawings are returned to you -- so
you can coordinate the commencement of site development accordingly.

Produce a “Communication Sheet” for your project.
By creating a communication sheet, you’ll come close to eliminating misunderstandings between you
and members of your project team.
This communication sheet should include: A vicinity map, directions to the site, a good phone number
(and backup numbers) to reach you at, how to contact the professionals on your construction team, and
any special reminders that are pertinent such as email address or times when you can’t be reached.

Increase what you know about products and
materials required for your project by adding to your
“Cardboard Box Files.”
Utilize these ﬁles as a storehouse for manufacturer speciﬁcations, installation instructions, material
safety data sheets, guarantees, and warranties for each phase of work. Add extra categories if needed
to your ﬁling system.

Select a combination of colors, patterns, and
textures for interior and exterior treatment.
Your storyboard should begin to appear purposeful and artful. Each item should have a manufacturer
speciﬁc name and/ or number. It’s crucial that you indicate this name/ number when you purchase the
products and materials either from the supplier, or through the contractor.
This is VERY diﬃcult to do ahead of time, but doing so reduces the chance of being delayed by a supply
shortage or having a product shipped from far away. Last minute orders and decisions can ruin
timelines!
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#4: On Submission of Permit Application
Submit a complete building permit
application!
It is likely that you will have to pay an initial plan examination fee when you apply, and another ﬁnal
fee when you pick up the ﬁnalized permit. Your drawings will be closely scrutinized by experts, so
be prepared to supply additional information if necessary, and willing to make corrections as
needed. This is why it is crucial to remain in close communication with members of your building
team.
Remember, you’re allowed to check the progress of the application with the Building Department,
as well as inquire about approximated approval timeline.

Review contractors boilerplate forms before
showing them your conditions document.
The difference between what’s important to you and what’s important to them should become apparent
upon review of their standard template. Once you’ve decided on your general or specialty contractors
with whom you expect to be doing business, arranging a second meeting to make a copy of your
conditions available. At this point, ask them for their review and commentary before anything is signed.
If you’re comfortable with a person’s reputation then a handshake will sometimes suﬃce, but we advise
against doing so if the contract price exceeds $1,000. It’s important to have written conditions to ensure
the job is being completed to your satisfaction, and you can enforce the terms of your agreement.

Continue to negotiate with additional suppliers,
contractors, and businesses as needed.
Remember: How quickly these individuals respond to you is a fantastic gauge of their interest level in
your project. Since your drawings and speciﬁcations are substantially complete at this phase, you are
able to accurately reference these documents during conversations with potential additional team
members.

Double check safety concerns involving contractors
and suppliers.
During negotiations with contractors, ask if the ﬁeld supervisor is ﬁrst-aid certiﬁed and require crews to
have a ﬁrst-aid kit on site. Ask each contractor to provide proof of insurance coverage when they offer
their proposal. Suppliers delivering items to your site are less at risk, but it never hurts to ensure that
their employees are covered by insurance as well.
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WHEN PERMIT IS
ISSUED AND DURING
CONSTRUCTION

#5: When Permit is Issued; Construction
Engage the services of construction
professionals only on those matters that
continue to demand their attention.
Make sure that you are at the helm when it comes to handling routine decisions and actions. Only
emergencies and major plan deviations should be reported to the expert professionals on your
team. KNOW WHO TO CALL FOR WHAT.
Nothing is worse for communication than a customer contacting someone about a task unrelated
to theirs. The customer feels that they’ve informed someone involved in the project, but in reality
their wishes haven’t been conveyed at all.

Utilize a “Check Register and Job Cost
Journal” to record expenditures.
Dedicate this register exclusively for construction expenses so that there is an easy audit trail for
your project. If you’re not sure where to begin or what to include, consult an accountant who is
familiar with construction cost accounting. Also, establish monthly inspections by your lender’s
representative to determine what work has been performed so progress payments can be issued
through you, to the contractor.
Any costs that come in under budget should be rolled over to the next line item. DO NOT spend
additional cash until the end, there are ALWAYS unforeseen costs. You’ll have no problem ﬁnding
ways to spend any leftover cash at the end of the project, trust us.

Anticipate construction activities and key
events by referring to your Bar Chart and
Activity Flow Chart.
These sources of information will prompt you to think weeks
ahead when ordering products and materials from suppliers, as
well as scheduling any speciality contractors’ arrivals on site.
Additionally, these charts can help you understand what’s being
accomplished by the general contractor (if applicable).
Be sure to make note of any issues that impede your schedule,
such as site logistical changes, weather conditions, trade
contractor availability, and material delivery.
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#5: When Permit is Issued; Construction
Set up site layout.
Install the temporary electric and water service, as well as a portable toilet on site if necessary.
Determine where to store materials and designate a work area. Establish building dimensions and
elevations for landscaping. Protect any shrubs and trees that you intend to use later as a part of
the landscape.
Important: Do not disturb any area where a septic tank / ﬁeld would be installed.

Retain the oﬃcial “approved” set of drawings from
the Building Department.
Note any corrections or changes that were made on your original drawings that may affect proposals or
material orders. Any work that is done that is not represented on the drawings will need to be illustrated
on an alternate document and kept for future reference. These will be what is known as your “As-Built”
drawings, and will serve as the oﬃcial representation of your ﬁnal home.

Maintain an accurate diary of construction-related
activities.
The communication sheet will continue to help designers, contractors, and suppliers with logistics and
timeline questions. Unless you agreed on a “turn key” home, never let your answer be “I don’t know”! It’s
important to also set weekly deadlines for incomplete tasks or repair damaged products. Be persistent
with those who need to correct their work, and do not be afraid to withhold payment for incomplete or
deﬁcient work. Because you have created a standard way to document everything, you have the power
in ensuring each job is done correctly.

Perform quality control inspections daily and weekly.
Check the work that is being performed against your drawing and speciﬁcation documents, as well as
your agreed upon conditions with contractors and suppliers. Use your cardboard box ﬁles as needed for
conﬁrmation of manufacturer’s guidelines for product installation.

Conﬁrm product/material choices w/ the storyboard.
Double-check speciﬁc names and numbers to be sure of the correct color, pattern, or texture.

Place bins on site for refuse, recycle, and reuse.
Keep the refuse bins separate from the other areas because debris can contaminate any of
your recycle and reuse materials. Each trade contractor and supplier should be responsible for
recycling efforts, but, if necessary, coordinate pickups at your site with a recycling service.
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#5: When Permit is Issued; Construction
Check with the Building Department to
ascertain mandatory inspections.
The agency that has jurisdiction in your locality may have standard procedures for arranging
inspections, and the critical events that require inspections.
Other permits requested by trade contractors will require additional inspections -- and the contractor
requesting the permit should coordinate the inspection. Keep possession of any correction notices, as
well as the signed ﬁnal permits.

Be certain that all requirements of an enforceable
contract are included in your conditions document.
Your approved drawings and written speciﬁcations should be referenced in your agreement, and
conditions governing performance must be clearly reinforced.

Sign “Agreement” with contractors.
After reviewing the project’s requirements, qualifying contractors, and negotiating conditions -- enter
into the “agreement” on the terms of your relationship. Politely reiterate your concern to maintain
schedule, budget, and quality of work. It is your responsibility to keep contractors informed of your
expectations.

Issue an order for purchase of goods.
Barden will order all materials listed on your order form in the correct quantities according to your plans
For other materials, coordinate directly with the Specialty Contractor or supplier. Schedule delivery when
required, and be on site to conduct quality control inspections.
Remember: Make payment only after completely satisﬁed with products/materials. It is very common
for items like kitchen cabinets to be damaged during shipping. Barden will handle the logistics in this
case, but will only do so after we are informed of the issue. This can be done much more quickly if you
inform us as soon as possible!

Keep an eye on safety and site conditions.
If your contractors are not wearing proper protective gear or operating in any unsafe manner, hold them
accountable! Direct your attention to the most common site hazards, but your daily observations are the
most reliable means to protect people and property.
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WHEN PROJECT IS
NEAR COMPLETION
AND READY FOR
INSPECTION

#6: Near Completion; Ready for Inspection
Send Thank You notes to construction
professionals of your project team.
Request a copy of any document that you may need from their ﬁles regarding your job. Get their
advice for any items that may be necessary to include on your Punch List.

Use the Construction Cost Breakdown to control
expenditures up to the ﬁnal day of construction.
By comparing budget estimate and bid proposals to actual payments and extra costs, you force
yourself to justify any change from your original ﬁscal plan of action.
Your "Check Register/Job Cost Journal" that you've used to write checks and categorize expenses
will be a ready reference if there's a need to refer back to construction expenses.
Your construction lender will keep you focused on your payment schedule.

Prior to project completion, contact a moving service.
Schedule transportation of your existing furniture and furnishings to your new home. Any newly
purchased items should be stored at the distributor's warehouse so arrange delivery of these items at
the same time.

Install landscape and horticulture features.
As you eliminate the need for temporary services on site, the area surrounding the building will
cease to be a construction site and begin its transformation into your yard.
Your site master plan provides purpose and direction for
landscape activities so base your installation on this design.
Create “As-Built” drawings for your site, depicting actual
layout of site conditions, should there be any changes from
the original site plan. Better yet, snap a few pictures on your
phone.
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#6: Near Completion; Ready for Inspection
Collect all copies of Drawings from
contractors and suppliers.
Often, contractors will write notes and sketch on the margins of these ﬁeld copies, and by retaining
ﬁeld copies there's a source for future reference to their notes and sketches.
Also, the "As-Built” drawings provide supplemental information for those details not represented in
the drawings.

Organize a punch list and ensure all items are
complete.
Remain constantly vigilant toward trade contractors and suppliers completing those details that are
incomplete or deﬁcient. Identify what's required to ﬁnalize work on your project, contact the person
responsible for work to be accomplished, and set deadlines for the work to be completed

Regard your Cardboard Box Files.
These ﬁles have proven to be a ready reference for quality control activities, but as a repository for all
project information, the box becomes a valuable resource for yourself or the next homeowner.
Needless to say, your Cardboard Box Files are impossible to replace!

Take a picture of your design-build collage in its ﬁnal
form.
Clear the wall of the storyboard. Color, pattern, or texture samples should be labeled with the
manufacturer name and identiﬁcation number for future reference.
Double-check product installation to verify correct models/colors have been utilized.

Hire a professional cleaning crew to polish your new
home.
Take the "Building Green" philosophy and translate it into a "Living Green" program. Incorporate
vegetable, ﬂower, and herb gardens into your landscape design, and reduce kitchen waste by
using a compost bin in your garden area.
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#6: Near Completion; Ready for Inspection
Call for a ﬁnal inspection from the Building
Department.
Resolve any last minute problems in a diplomatic, rational manner.
Be sure that the trade contractor responsible for the error or omission is the one who makes the
necessary correction.

Consolidate your contract documents.
With your project at completion, dedicate one ﬁle for all legal paperwork. In this way your "Cardboard
Box Files" contain primarily trade contractor, supplier, and manufacturer information. A single legal ﬁle
exclusively holds all contract documentation.

Send Thank You notes to your contractors.
Request a copy of any document that you may need from their ﬁles regarding your project. If you
withheld any money from the contract price for "callbacks" write a check for work completed and
include it with the note.

Send Thank You notes to suppliers.
Be sure you have a copy of all manufacturers' parts lists and record customer service phone numbers.
Operate all products as soon as possible to verify that the product works properly.

Dispose of hazardous waste through your county
reclamation services.
Contact your insurance agent requesting course of construction coverage be terminated and
commence homeowner's coverage.
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WHEN PROJECT IS
COMPLETED AND IN
THE WARRANTY PHASE

#7: Project is Completed; Warranty Phase
Be sure all documents are stored in the
"Cardboard Box Files".
Many homeowners opt to write a memoir of your project experience, reﬂecting on the
Design-Build endeavor. Whether prose or poetry, your memoir should combine aesthetic and
technical musings.

Close bank account dedicated to your project.
Store "Construction Cost Breakdown" and "Check Register/Job Cost Journal" in the "Cardboard
Box Files."

Create a maintenance schedule for products in your
new home requiring future service.
Store "Activity Flow Chart" and "Bar Chart" in the "Cardboard Box Files".

Store "Oﬃcial Site Plan, Site Master Plan,
Site Landscape, and As-Built Drawings" in the
"Cardboard Box Files.”
This way, if any items need future referencing, you have them in one easy place.

Make certain all ﬁeld notes are collected
from contractors and suppliers for future
reference.
Store "Approved Drawings, Field Drawings, and As-Built
Drawings” in the "Cardboard Box Files".
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#7: Project is Completed; Warranty Phase
Be certain the business card index, weekly
appointment book, incoming/outgoing
message register are consolidated and
complete.
Store all items comprising the "Job Diary" in the "Cardboard Box Files".

Share your information base for your project with a
friend or neighbor doing a home building or
remodeling project.
Don’t give-away original documents, but make copies for others.

Store "Design/Build Collage" in the "Cardboard Box
Files".
Utilize the storyboard technique on other projects.

Place your “Building/Living Green” notes and
contacts into a separate ﬁle to be stored in your
“Cardboard Box Files”.
Join a neighborhood organization dedicated to these principles, and attend the annual Earth
Day celebration in your community.

Keep signed copies of all permits in a single
ﬁle in your “Cardboard Box Files.”
If a newsletter is produced or continuing education classes is offered by your local Building Department,
attend them to keep on top of current regulations governing your site.
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#7: Project is Completed; Warranty Phase

Be certain that the time period imposed by
your State for “Warranty of Habitability”
remains in full force.
Don’t limit your consumer rights by ever agreeing to a lesser period of warranty. Contact your State’s
Attorney General’s Oﬃce of Consumer Affairs, inquiring about your warranty rights.

Store all contractor documents and notes in the
"Cardboard Box Files."
Let Contractors know of your willingness to be a reference for them, and don’t hesitate to share your
referral list with friends.

Complete and mail registration cards that
accompany products and appliances to the
manufacturer.
Keep all literature inside shipping containers and all warranties in your "Cardboard Box Files.”

Keep your "Safety File" in the "Cardboard Box Files."
Be sure your “Material Safety Data Sheets” are placed in the same ﬁle for future reference.
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How Barden Can Help
As you can see from this lengthy list, there are an unbelievable amount of variables associated with
off-site building. For this reason, many builders won’t touch an off-site custom build or offer a
reasonable price.
With more than 70 years in the custom home industry, we’ve developed refined systems that
streamline the entire custom home building process.
We’re able to optimize custom home construction and control costs by keeping much of what goes
into building a custom home in-house as possible and acting as a building materials supplier.
All future Barden homeowners work directly with a Barden Independent Dealer, a single point of
contact who guides a client through realizing their dream home and coordinates the project. Our
design and drafting team creates and refines your custom home plans. Every finalized floor plan
includes pinpoint-accurate measurements, material take-offs, and estimates. Once approved, your
plans are sent over to North American Truss, our manufacturing division that makes all the structural
and framing components of a Barden home (wall panels, roof trusses, floor trusses).
Whether it’s your independent dealer, a general contractor, or yourself, our panelized home building
process – which features our Fast Track Framing System – makes initial construction efficient. A
Barden home can be made weathertight in under 10 days. And as the house is built, components are
delivered exactly when they’re needed.
While all custom home projects are impacted by a wide variety of variables, the Barden panelized
construction method heads off many potential delays while streamlining the entire home building
experience from the beginning. With more control over the process, you’ll worry less about any
setbacks pushing your project off your schedule.
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Floor Plans

Cortland

Robert’s Way

This 3 bedroom ﬂoor plan features dark
windows with modern grills, window lineals,
a rustic covered porch, and farmhouse
inspired gable accents that combine to give
this home a cozy contemporary charm.

Inspired by a classic craftsman style ranch,
this ﬂoor plan features a luxurious master
suite and large open living space,
highlighted by a spacious daylight gallery
which is ﬂooded with beautiful natural light.

Square Footage: 1,468
Bedrooms: 3
Baths: 2.5

Square Footage: 1,877
Bedrooms: 3
Baths: 2

Penn Yan

Onondaga

Middleport

Niagara

Bryce

Lockport

Upstate

Seville

Dawson

Meadowdale

Thomas’ Terrace

Magnolia

Sweet Tea

Cobbler’s Way

Hugheston’s Hideaway

Craftway Cottage

Moose Creek

Golden Hill

